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Proper Citation

MriWatcher (RRID:SCR_002318)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/mriwatcher/

Proper Citation: MriWatcher (RRID:SCR_002318)

Description: This simple visualization tool allows to load several images at the same time. The cursor across all windows are coupled and you can move/zoom on all the images at the same time. Very useful for quality control, image comparison.

Resource Type: Resource, data visualization software, software application, data processing software, software resource

Keywords: magnetic resonance

Availability: GNU General Public License

Website Status: Last checked up

Abbreviations: MriWatcher

Resource Name: MriWatcher

Resource ID: SCR_002318

Alternate IDs: nlx_155667

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for MriWatcher.
No alerts have been found for MriWatcher.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 2 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at FDI Lab - SciCrunch Infrastructure.
